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We study the second-order quantum phase transition of massive real scalar field theory with a quartic
interaction in (1þ 1) dimensions on an infinite spatial lattice using matrix product states. We introduce
and apply a naive variational conjugate gradient method, based on the time-dependent variational
principle for imaginary time, to obtain approximate ground states, using a related ansatz for excitations
to calculate the particle and soliton masses and to obtain the spectral density. We also estimate the central
charge using finite-entanglement scaling. Our value for the critical parameter agrees well with recent
Monte Carlo results, improving on an earlier study which used the related density matrix normalization
group method, verifying that these techniques are well-suited to studying critical field systems. We also
obtain critical exponents that agree, as expected, with those of the transverse Ising model. Additionally,
we treat the special case of uniform product states (mean field theory) separately, showing that they may
be used to investigate noncritical quantum field theories under certain conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum field theories (QFT) [1] are extremely good at
describing and predicting the behavior of fundamental
particles, as demonstrated by the prediction of the Higgs
boson over forty years ago and its recent apparent discov-
ery [2]. Very often, however, obtaining predictions from
QFT is difficult due, in no small part, to the huge Hilbert
spaces they are set in. In many cases, such as QED,
perturbation theory has been used very successfully; yet
some important phenomena are not accessible to these
methods, notably confinement in QCD [3]. Lattice regula-
rizations of QFTs have been very useful in such cases,
often in combination with Monte Carlo numerical tech-
niques. Here, however, the sign problem [4] presents a
challenge—not to mention that such simulations often
require very large computational resources to produce
useful results (see Ref. [5], where hadron masses are
determined with the help of clusters and a supercomputer).
Meanwhile, the numerical study of lattice systems in one
spatial dimension has benefited greatly from the density
matrix normalization group (DMRG) method, which has
been recognized as a variationalmethod producing approxi-
mate ground states that are matrix product states (MPS)
[6,7]. There is a direct link between the dimension of the
MPS parameter space and the amount of entanglement that
a state can contain, allowing efficient representation of a
great many relevant states [8–10], in particular ground
states and low-lying excited states of gapped systems
[11–13], which all lie in the low-entanglement ‘‘corner’’
of Hilbert space. Recently, other variational techniques
have been applied to MPS such as the time-dependent
variational principle (TDVP) [14], which permits efficient
simulation of dynamics, and a related excitation ansatz
for the determination of dispersion relations [15] for
translation-invariant systems in the thermodynamic limit.
Given the great successes ofMPSandvariationalmethods
in studying lattice systems, it is natural to ask whether they
can be usefully applied to lattice quantum fields in (1þ1)
dimensions and whether continuum results can be extracted
efficiently. A useful test case is4 theory, which, despite its
simplicity, exhibits interesting behavior such as spontaneous
symmetry breaking. It contains a second-order quantum
phase transition in (1þ 1) dimensions [16] and is expected
to belong to the same universality class as the transverse
Ising model [17] so that critical exponents should be the
same for both. In fact, DMRG has already shown promise
when applied to4 theory [18,19], reproducing the expected
critical behavior and obtaining values of the critical parame-
ter close to those of Monte Carlo studies [20–22].
We use variational methods with MPS to obtain the
ground-state field expectation value and low-lying excita-
tion energies of 4 theory. The scaling of these quantities
in parameter space allows us to locate the critical point and
to determine the critical exponents. We begin by introduc-
ing QFTand real scalar field theory in Sec. II, showing how
it can be put on a spatial lattice and discussing its critical
behavior. In Sec. III, we define the uniform matrix product
states (uMPS) variational class and the corresponding
TDVP algorithm and excitation ansatz before detailing
our variational conjugate-gradient method for finding
ground states. Section IV is the main part of this work, in
which we apply these techniques to 4 theory and obtain
our estimate for the continuum critical parameter, which*ashley.milsted@itp.uni-hannover.de
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we compare with previous results from the literature, as
well as values for critical exponents and the central charge.
We also separately assess the usefulness of mean-field
theory (a special case of MPS) for studying QFT, which
is an attractive tool because of the low computational
complexity required to estimate physical quantities.
We have kept the software developed for this work
intentionally general such that it may be of use to others.
It is available under a permissive open-source license [23].
II. QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
We introduce the basic principles of quantum field the-
ory using the Hamiltonian formulation with real scalar
fields as an example, defining interacting 4 theory both
in the continuum and on a spatial lattice. We then discuss
its spontaneous symmetry breaking, which corresponds
to a second-order quantum phase transition in (1þ 1)
dimensions. The beginning of this section is based partly
on lectures on quantum field theory given by Marco
Zagermann at Leibniz Universita¨t Hannover in 2010/11
and also on Ref. [1].
A. Real scalar field without interactions
Quantum fields in Minkowski space-time are quantum
systems set in an uncountably infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space, which can usually be divided naturally into subsys-
tems corresponding to points in momentum space. They
can often be constructed from a corresponding classical
field defined by a Lorentz-invariant action. The classical
field is then quantized in such a way as to produce a
consistent Hilbert space and Hamiltonian where Lorentz
invariance and causality are maintained.
As an example, take a classical real scalar field ðxÞ 2
R with action
S ¼
Z
dx
1
2
ð@@202Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
L
; (1)
where  ¼ 0 . . . d 1, @ ¼ @=@x and scalar products
are defined via the Minkowski metric with the ‘‘mostly
minus’’ signature ð1;1 . . . 1Þ. We use x to denote the
spatial part of a Minkowski vector x. The integrand
L½ðxÞ; @ðxÞ is called the Lagrangian density. Stability
with respect to a small variation  requires that the
Euler–Lagrange equations
@L
@
 @

@L
@ð@Þ

¼ 0
are satisfied, leading in this case to the equation of motion
ðhþ20ÞðxÞ ¼ 0;
where h ¼ @@, which is the Klein–Gordon equation.
The lack of nonlinear field terms in the equations of motion
makes this a free (noninteracting) field. Performing a
Fourier transform ðt; xÞ ¼ R dpð2Þd1 eip:xðt;pÞ, we can
rewrite the equations of motion as
ð@2t þ p2 þ20Þðt;pÞ ¼ 0;
which has the form of a simple harmonic oscillator with
angular frequency !ðpÞ ¼ EðpÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 þ20
q
. We can
thus think of the classical Klein–Gordon field as a set of
independent harmonic oscillators, one for each point in
momentum space.
To quantize this free scalar field theory, we start from the
classical Hamiltonian. The canonical conjugate momen-
tum ðxÞ corresponding to the coordinate ðxÞ is
ðxÞ ¼ @L
@ð@0ðxÞÞ ¼ @0ðxÞ ¼
_ðxÞ;
and, performing a Legendre transformation, the
Hamiltonian density is
H ¼  _L ¼ 1
2
ð2 þ ðrÞ2 þ202Þ:
The coordinate ðxÞ and the momentum, ðxÞ obey the
Poisson-bracket relationship
fðt; xÞ; ðt; yÞg ¼ ðx yÞ;
where ðxÞ is the (d 1)-dimensional Dirac delta distri-
bution. The ingredients required for a canonical quantiza-
tion of the classical theory are now ready. To proceed, we
replace the classical phase-space coordinates in the above
relations with operators (one for each space-time coordi-
nate) obeying the commutation relation
½ðt; xÞ; ðt; yÞ ¼ iðx yÞ:
The field operator  ¼ y is Hermitian because the clas-
sical field was real valued. We now have an operator-
valued field where the operators ðxÞ must obey the
Klein–Gordon equation. The harmonic oscillator picture
of the classical field suggests attempting to write solutions
in terms of quantum harmonic oscillators. Making the
same move to momentum space as before, we can write
a general solution as a superposition of plane waves using
Fock-space creation and annihilation operators ayp and ap,
ðxÞ ¼
Z dp
ð2Þd1
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2EðpÞp ðapeipx þ aypeipxÞjp0¼EðpÞ;
where ½ap; ayq  ¼ ð2Þd1ðp qÞ and p0¼EðpÞ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2þ20
q
. The Hilbert space contains the vacuum apj0i ¼
0 8p and countably infinite excited states ðaypÞnj0i for
each momentum p 2 Rd1. Using ðxÞ ¼ _ðxÞ, we can
write the Hamiltonian as
H ¼
Z dp
ð2Þd1 EðpÞ

aypap þ 12 ½ap; a
y
p

;
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where the second term does not annihilate the vacuum,
leading to an infinite vacuum energy contribution. This is
perhaps not too surprising; we are summing up an infinite
number of ground state energies, one for each Fourier
mode, each of which is the energy contained within an
infinite volume of space. Since it is energy differences
that are observable, and not absolute energies, this infinite
contribution should not cause any problems. A general
eigenstate aypayq . . . j0i has energy (ignoring the infinite
vacuum contribution) EðpÞ þ EðqÞ þ    and is also a mo-
mentum eigenstate with momentum pþ qþ    , where
the momentum operator can be obtained via the classical
theory as the conserved quantity associated with spatial
translations (using Noether’s theorem). The field operator
ðt; xÞ (in the Heisenberg picture) acts on the vacuum to
create a superposition ofmomentumeigenstates resulting in
a particle localized at the space-time coordinate x.
A quantity that turns out to be very useful is the two-
point correlation function h0jðxÞðyÞj0i, which can be
interpreted as the probability of a particle created at point x
propagating to point y (or vice versa, depending on the
time coordinates). For this reason it is also called the
propagator. It has the form
Dðx yÞ ¼ h0jðxÞðyÞj0i
¼
Z dp
ð2Þd1
1
2EðpÞ e
ipðxyÞjp0¼EðpÞ:
A related quantity is the Feynman propagator, which is
defined as
DFðx yÞ ¼
Z dp
ð2Þd
i
p2 20 þ i
eipðxyÞ
¼ h0jTðxÞðyÞj0i
¼
(
Dðx yÞ for x0 > y0
Dðy xÞ for x0 < y0 ; (2)
where T denotes the time-ordered product and the relation
to Dðx yÞ can be found using contour integration, with
the infinitesimal shift  providing a prescription for treat-
ing the poles. DF is a Green’s function of the Klein–
Gordon equation
ðhþ20ÞDFðx yÞ ¼ iðx yÞ:
The integrand ofDF has poles given by the mass parameter
at p2 ¼ 20. For an interacting theory, the poles no longer
correspond to the mass parameter 20 but are shifted away
from this point due to self-interaction. The shifted poles of
the propagator then correspond to the physical mass of a
particle whereas the ‘‘bare’’ parameter 20 does not. That
the poles of the propagator correspond to the particle mass
can be seen by inserting the identity, written in terms of the
(unspecified) eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (interacting or
not) and the momentum operator, into the expression for
the propagator. The identity thus formed is
I ¼ jihj þX

Z dp
ð2Þd1
1
2Eðp; Þ jpihpj;
where ji is the vacuum, jpi is the zero-momentum state
j0i boosted to momentum p, and Eðp; Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 þm2
q
with m2 being the mass or energy of j0i. EvaluatinghjðxÞIðyÞji leads to the Ka¨lle´n–Lehmann spectral
representation of the Feynman propagator (see Sec. 7 of
Ref. [1]),
DFðx yÞ ¼
Z 1
0
dM2
2
0ðM2ÞDFðx y;M2Þ;
where DFðx y;M2Þ is the Feynman propagator with
mass parameter M2 (instead of 20) and
pðM2Þ ¼
X

ð2ÞðM2 m2Þjhjð0Þjpij2 (3)
is the spectral density. We drop the jihj term, since it
adds at most a constant term to the propagator.
Given that the theory contains single-particle states, the
spectral density contains a pole atM2 ¼ m2, wherem is the
mass of a single particle, followed by a gap before further
excitations appear. In this case, the Feynman propagator
can be separated into a one-particle contribution and the
rest. With a Fourier transform, we haveZ
dxeip:xDFðx yÞ ¼ iZ
p2 m2 þ iþ    ;
where Z is a real number coming from the jhjð0Þj0ij2
factors. The single-particle term has a pole at p2 ¼ m2,
with the other terms showing up at higher momenta.
B. Interacting fields
So far, we have considered the quantized free scalar
field, for which the solutions are plane waves. A free
(noninteracting) field is, however, not directly relevant to
physics, since a lack of coupling implies a lack of measur-
able consequences. We can introduce interactions by add-
ing a term to the Lagrangian densityL ¼ Lfree þLint that
leads to nonlinear equations of motion. An example for
real scalar field theory, and the case we focus on in this
paper, is the quartic interaction term
L int ¼ 4!
4;
where  is the coupling constant, or the strength of the
interaction. The resulting theory is often referred to simply
as ‘‘4 theory.’’ Its equation of motion is
ðhþ20ÞðxÞ ¼ 

3!
3;
which no longer has simple plane-wave solutions. Since
interacting theories are generally difficult or impossible to
solve analytically, other approaches such as discrete
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(lattice-based) numerical simulation or perturbation theory
are needed. The perturbative approach is used to study
scattering, where it is assumed that the incoming and out-
going states far from the scattering location, called asymp-
totic states, can be described by the noninteracting field
theory. Scattering is then represented by a unitary operator,
the ‘‘S matrix,’’ relating the incoming and outgoing states.
Elements of the S matrix can be calculated perturbatively
in powers of the coupling constant. The individual terms in
the expansion have a regular form and can be conveniently
represented using Feynman diagrams.
Since, for this work, we perform numerical simulations
on a lattice, we do not go into perturbative calculations in
detail. As mentioned above, the perturbative calculation of
the propagator in an interacting theory reveals a shift of the
pole mass away from the bare mass parameter20, resulting
in a different, ‘‘dressed’’ physical mass 2phys. The mass
shift is due to the interaction of the field with itself, which
can involve modes of any momentum. In fact, taking all
possible momenta into account, the shift diverges.
Introducing a momentum cutoff into calculations, for ex-
ample, via a lattice, makes the shift dependent on this
cutoff. Since the physical mass of particles cannot diverge,
and because the bare parameter is not itself measurable, the
bare mass is adjusted such that the pole of the propagator
has the correct (measured) value, even if this means that
the bare mass diverges. The procedure of adjusting bare
parameters to cancel contributions from self-interaction is
called ‘‘renormalization.’’ In general, the bare mass is not
the only parameter that must be renormalized. Others, such
as coupling constants, may also be affected.
The need for renormalization and the presence of diver-
gent shifts can be interpreted as signs that the theory in
question is an effective low-energy limit of a more funda-
mental one [1]. The momentum scale where the effective
theory breaks down then becomes a natural cutoff, such
that divergent quantities are avoided. In the standard model
of particle physics, a candidate for this cutoff is the Planck
scale1019 GeV, where gravitational effects are expected
to play a significant role. However, since we do not know
which theory describes physics beyond the standard model,
we also cannot know the exact location of the cutoff, which
may occur at far lower energies.
For our purposes, it is sufficient to briefly examine the
only divergent (in the absence of a cutoff) term in 4
theory in (1þ 1) dimensions [24], which is the ‘‘one-
loop’’ correction to the propagator. The propagator de-
scribes a simple ‘‘scattering’’ event involving a single
incoming and outgoing particle, which we can examine
using the same perturbative methods as are used for more
complicated scattering events. The Fourier-transformed
propagator to first order in  is
Z
dxeip:xDFðx yÞ ¼ i
p2 20
þ i
p2 20

i
2
Z dq
ð2Þd
i
q2 20 þ i

|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
i21
i
p2 20
þOð2Þ; (4)
where the first term is the free-field propagator (2) and the
second term is the first-order correction. The part in square
brackets i21 diverges.
The name one loop for the correction term comes from
the corresponding Feynman diagram (Fig. 1), where the
two free-particle propagator factors outside the square
brackets correspond to incoming and outgoing particles,
each with momentum p, which are represented by incom-
ing and outgoing lines in the diagram. The integral over q
inside the brackets corresponds to a ‘‘virtual’’ particle and
is represented by a loop. Additional loop terms appear at
higher orders. Another way of writing the propagator,
recognizing that the perturbative expansion in further
loop terms results in a geometric series, is asZ
dxeip:xDFðx yÞ ¼ i
p2 20  2
;
where the mass shift 2 now contains all the loop correc-
tions. To first order, 2 ¼ 21, and the shift diverges.
Higher-order contributions to2 do not diverge in (1þ 1)
dimensions, such that removing the divergence is already
achieved by adjusting the bare parameter 20 by 
2
1. A
finite shift coming from higher-order corrections remains,
but is unimportant for the purposes of investigating critical
behavior, where the physical parameters must merely be
well-defined. There are also finite renormalization factors
corresponding to the field  and the coupling , which we
ignore for the same reasons.
C. Real scalar field theory on a lattice
Discretizing the space in which a quantum field lives
is a possible way of making field theories accessible
to nonperturbative methods. It corresponds to a dramatic
reduction in the dimension of the Hilbert space and
implies a momentum cutoff, making loop-integral
FIG. 1. Feynman diagram of the one-loop correction to the
free particle propagator in 4 theory.
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contributions, which may be divergent in the continuum,
finite on the lattice.
We use a spatial discretization to permit the use of MPS.
Time remains continuous, as we simulate dynamics using
the Hamiltonian formalism. For more details of this pro-
cedure, see Ref. [25]. We also work with an infinite lattice
(in the thermodynamic limit) since this is possible using
MPS and is a more realistic setting for a field than a finite
lattice. By assuming spatial uniformity of ground states,
the number of variational parameters needed to approxi-
mate states remains manageable. Our lattice version of the
classical continuum theory introduced in Eq. (1) is given,
in (1þ 1) dimensions, by the Lagrangian
L ¼ a X1
n¼1
 _2n
2
 ðn nþ1Þ
2
2a2

2
0
2
2n

;
where the sum is over the lattice sites, a is the lattice
spacing, and the spatial part of the derivative term has
been replaced by a finite difference. Letting a! 0 recov-
ers the Lagrangian of the continuum free scalar field
theory. Applying the Euler–Lagrange equations results in
@2t n þ 1
a2
ð2n n1 nþ1Þ þ20n ¼ 0;
where the term in brackets can be interpreted as the second
derivative on the spatial lattice. As with the classical
continuum theory, a Fourier transform
n ¼
Z dp0
2
Z =a
=a
dp1
2
eip0x0eip1naðpÞ
diagonalizes the equation of motion:
Z dp0
2
Z =a
=a
dp1
2
eip0x0eip1na


ðp0Þ2 þ 4
a2
sin 2

p1a
2

þ20

ðpÞ ¼ 0:
The Fourier-transformed Green’s function ~Gðp; aÞ satisfies
ðp0Þ2 þ 4
a2
sin 2

p1a
2

þ20

~Gðp; aÞ ¼ i;
so that
~Gðp; aÞ ¼ i
ðp0Þ2  4
a2
sin 2ðp1a2 Þ 20
;
which, in the limit a! 0, becomes
~GðpÞ ¼ i
p2 20
;
in agreement with Eq. (2).
Moving now to the quantized and interacting 4 theory,
we can write down the one-loop correction to the physical
mass by analogy with Eq. (4),
i21 ¼ i

2
Z dp0
2

Z =a
=a
dp1
2
i
ðp0Þ2  4
a2
sin 2ðp1a2 Þ 20 þ i
;
which again agrees with Eq. (4) as a! 0. Integrating over
p0 using contour integration, this becomes
i21 ¼ i

4
Z =a
=a
dp1
2
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4
a2
sin 2ðp1a2 Þ þ20
q ;
which can be written in terms of the complete elliptic
integral of the first kind:
KðkÞ ¼
Z =2
0
d	
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 k2sin 2ð	Þp :
This leaves
i21 ¼ i

2
1

1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a220 þ 4
q K
0
@ 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a220 þ 4
q
1
A; (5)
which is convenient for calculation using numerical com-
puting packages, where the elliptic integrals are commonly
implemented as high-accuracy approximations.
To investigate behavior using the time-dependent varia-
tional principle, we need the Hamiltonian form of the
interacting lattice theory. With the interaction term Lint ¼

4!
4 and using n ¼ @L@ _n ¼ a _n, the Hamiltonian is
H ¼ aX
n

2n
2a2
þ ðn nþ1Þ
2
2a2
þ
2
0
2
2n þ 4!
4
n

:
The parameters  and 20 have dimension ½mass2.
Replacing them with dimensionless quantities ~20 ¼
20a
2 and ~ ¼ a2 allows us to write the dimensionless
Hamiltonian ~H ¼ Ha as
~H ¼X
n

2n
2
þ ðn nþ1Þ
2
2
þ ~
2
0
2
2n þ
~
4!
4n

;
eliminating the explicit appearance of a. Adjusting the
lattice spacing now corresponds to altering the parameters
~ and ~20. This dimensionless form is convenient for find-
ing the continuum limit of the quantum critical theory (see
Sec. IV).
Noting that ~H takes the formof amany-bodyHamiltonian
with a nearest-neighbor interaction, it becomes natural,
especially with regard to the later use of matrix product
states, to use a basis given by position-space creation and
annihilation operators ½an; aym ¼ nm, anj0i ¼ 0 to define
the quantized lattice theory. The field operator and the con-
jugate momentum operator can then be defined as
n ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðayn þ anÞ and n ¼ iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðayn  anÞ;
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such that the desired equal-time (Schro¨dinger picture)
commutation relation
½n;m ¼ inm
is satisfied.
D. Spontaneous symmetry breaking
The 4-theory action
S ¼
Z
dx

1
2
ð@@202Þ 

4!
4

(6)
is manifestly invariant under the discrete transformation
! . A given state may or may not share this sym-
metry. Should the ground state of a QFT break a symmetry
of the action for some set of parameters, the theory is said
to exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking. The word
‘‘spontaneous’’ refers to the fact that there are then mul-
tiple ground states (the number of ground states is equal to
the order of the symmetry), such that the actual ground
state of the system, obtained for example by cooling,
makes a seemingly spontaneous ‘‘choice.’’
Classically, the ground state lies at the minimum of a
potential function. The 4-theory action (6) contains the
classical effective potential
Veff ¼ 
2
0
2
2 þ 
4!
4;
which, for 20  0, has a single minimum at  ¼ 0, leav-
ing the symmetry !  intact. However, with 20 < 0
there are two minima and hence two distinct ground states
at 0;cl > 0 that break the symmetry, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.
The symmetry breaking persists in the quantized theory
in (1þ 1) dimensions, which possesses symmetric and
symmetry-broken phases distinguished by the vacuum
(ground state) expectation value of the field operator
hjji, henceforth abbreviated to hi. Since the bare
mass parameter 20 must diverge in the continuum in order
to renormalize the physical mass (see Sec. II B), the rele-
vant parameter is not 20 as in the classical case, but the
renormalized mass 2R, where we use the definition
2R ¼ 20 þ 21;
with 21 being the one-loop correction defined in Eq. (4).
Note that 2R is distinct from the physical mass (
2
R 
2phys) due to additional finite corrections. Since we are not
generally working under weak coupling conditions, the
usual perturbative calculation of the full mass shift, and
hence the physical mass, is not applicable, so that the
physical mass cannot be used as a parameter (although it
can be found numerically on the lattice).
When moving through parameter space ð;2RÞ, the
transition between the asymmetric ground-state phase
and the symmetric phase represents a second-order quan-
tum phase transition [16] with order parameter hi. There
therefore exist critical points in ð;2RÞ at which the theory
becomes massless and scale invariant (the correlation-
length 
 becomes infinite). A scale-invariant theory should
be described by dimensionless parameters, yet the two
parameters  and 2R have dimension ½mass2 in (1þ 1)
dimensions. As such, the proper parameter must be the
ratio =2R. This means there is a line in parameter space
corresponding to the critical theory.
The lattice theory also contains critical points, where the
critical parameter =2R;c ¼ ~= ~2R;c now depends on the
lattice spacing a (which defines a momentum cutoff) or,
equivalently, on ~, so that we may write ~= ~2R;cð~Þ. This
dependency is expected to be logarithmic due to infrared
corrections in the critical theory [26] where the physical
mass goes to zero. Such a dependency has been observed in
Monte Carlo simulations [21]. To obtain the critical pa-
rameters of the continuum theory, we take the limit of
~= ~2R;cð~Þ as ~! 0.
Note that it is the lattice correlation length ~
 ¼ 
a1
that goes to infinity at the critical points of the lattice
theory. For this reason, there are two possible interpreta-
tions of the lattice critical point: either as a lattice approxi-
mation a > 0 to the continuum critical point where 
! 1
or as a continuum limit a! 0 of a noncritical theory

 <1. Since we are interested in the critical continuum
theory, we will always use the former interpretation.
In the vicinity of the critical point, physical quantities
scale according to power laws (see Ref. [27] or Sec. 13 of
Ref. [1]). For the order parameter hi, in the symmetry-
broken phase where hi  0, we can thus expect
hi ¼ Að~Þ
 ~
~2R

~
~2R;c

ð~Þ
;
where Að~Þ is some constant and ð~Þ is the critical
exponent. We also define the scaling for the energy (or
mass) of the lowest-lying excitation:
E ¼ Bð~Þ
 ~~2R 
~
~2R;c
ð
~Þ
:
The energy E should correspond to the particle mass
phys (given by poles in the propagator) in the symmetric
phase, but may belong to a topologically nontrivial soliton
FIG. 2 (color online). The classical effective potential in 4
theory illustrated for20  0 (red solid) and20 < 0 (blue dashed)
showing the two possible ground states for the latter case.
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(kink) excitation in the symmetry-broken phase (providing
a localized transition !  between two different
ground states at x! 1).
Predictions for the critical exponents and  in the limit
~! 0 can be obtained based on the universality principle,
which comes from renormalization group theory [27]. 4
theory in (1þ 1) dimensions has been shown to be a
continuum limit of the transverse Ising model [17] and, as
such, is predicted to share its critical exponents. For hiwe
thus expect  ¼ 1=8, and for E we expect  ¼ 1. For
more information on the critical behavior of 4 theory,
including a derivation of these critical exponents, see
Ref. [28]. The critical parameter =2R;c is not a universal
quantity, depending instead on the particulars of4 theory.
It is also not accessible to perturbative techniques [16],
making it an interesting target for lattice methods. We
estimate it, as well as the critical exponents defined above,
in Sec. IV.
III. MATRIX PRODUCT STATES
MPS are pure states of one-dimensional lattice systems
with a particular form that puts a limit on the amount of
entanglement a state can contain. The amount of entangle-
ment is related to the bond dimension D, which is the
dimension of the matrices that make up the state coeffi-
cients. Most quantities (assuming open boundary condi-
tions) can be calculated with complexityOðND3Þ, whereN
is the number of lattice sites or, in the case of uniform
(translation invariant) MPS in the thermodynamic limit
(uMPS), the number of necessary solver iterations.
In this section, we define uMPS and derive an imple-
mentation of the TDVP as well as a related ansatz for
determining excitation energies. Both algorithms were first
described by Haegeman et al. [14,15]. We also set out a
variational conjugate-gradient algorithm, demonstrating
significantly improved convergence speeds for 4 theory
compared to the TDVP.
A. Uniform MPS in the thermodynamic limit
Uniform MPS have the form
jðAÞi ¼ Xd1
fsg¼0
vyL
 Yþ1
i¼1
Asi

vRjsi;
where jsi ¼ j . . . s1 . . . sN . . .i and the site-independent
dDD tensor A contains the parameters for the entire
state. The boundary vectors vL and vR are of length D and
are irrelevant in calculations so that we may ignore them.
The uMPS states form a submanifold of Hilbert space
MuMPS H that depends onD. They have dD2 complex
parameters but possess one nonphysical degree of freedom
corresponding to the norm and D2  1 gauge degrees of
freedom due to invariance under transformations
As ! gAsg1; (7)
where the trivial transformation g ¼ cI is not counted, so that
the number of physical degrees of freedom is ðdD2  1Þ
ðD2  1Þ ¼ D2ðd 1Þ. The norm is determined by the
infinite power of the D2 D2 matrix E ¼ PsAs 	 As so
that the spectral radius of E must be 1: ðEÞ ¼ 1. We
further require that E has a unique eigenvalue of greatest
magnitude, which must then be equal to 1 in order to obtain
well-defined expectation values and to avoid dependencies
on the boundary vectors [29].
The left and right eigenvectors ofEwith eigenvalue 1 we
name hlj and jri, respectively. Via the Choi–Jamiolkowsky
isomorphism, we may also define DD matrices l and r
such that
P
sA
sylAs ¼ l and PsAsrAsy ¼ r. Numerical
computation of quantities involving E is more efficient in
this matrix representation, scaling with OðD3Þ rather than
OðD6Þ (assuming a naive matrix-multiplication algorithm).
Single-site expectation values can be computed as
hðAÞjojðAÞi ¼ hljEojri ¼ tr

l
X
s;t
AtrAsyhsjojti

;
where Eo ¼ Ps;thsjojtiAt 	 As.
The gauge freedom (7) implies that there is no unique
MPS representation of a given state. There are, however,
useful forms for the uMPS tensor A, of which the so-called
right canonical form has the propertiesX
s
AsAsy ¼ ID , r ¼ ID and l ¼ 2
ð; ¼ 1 . . .DÞ; (8)
where  are the Schmidt coefficients corresponding to
decomposing the system into two infinite halves ji ¼P
D
¼1 jc Li 	 jc Ri, with orthonormal Schmidt vectors
for the left and right halves jc Li and jc Ri. This makes
explicit the relationship between the amount of entangle-
ment possessed by a uMPS state and the bond dimension
D, which is equal to the Schmidt rank of the half-chain
decomposition. Since the Schmidt coefficients are also the
eigenvalues of the density matrix corresponding to the
reduced state on the half-chain, we can easily calculate
the corresponding von Neumann entropy as
S ¼ XD
¼1
2log 2
2
: (9)
The conditions (8) fix all gauge degrees of freedom, and A
can always be made to fulfill them by performing a gauge
transformation. This can be verified using the eigenvalue
equations Ejri ¼ jri and hljE ¼ hlj: We find that a gauge
transformation affects l and r as l! g1ylg1 and r!
grgy, which, together with Eq. (8), fully specify the g
needed to put an arbitrary A into canonical form.
To implement the TDVP for uMPS, we need to under-
stand the tangent plane TjðAÞi toMuMPS at a point jðAÞi.
Uniform tangent vectors have the form
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jðBÞi¼XdD2
i¼1
Bij@iðAÞi
¼ Xþ1
n¼1
Xd1
fsg¼0
vyL
 Yn1
i¼1
Asi

Bsn
 Yþ1
i¼nþ1
Asi

vRjsi; (10)
where we use the shorthand notation j@iðAÞi 

@=@AijðAÞi with the index i running over all entries of
the tensors A and B. We call the tensor B the parameter-
space tangent vector. Changing the state parameters as
A! Aþ dB changes the state as jðAÞi ! jðAÞi þ
djðBÞi. We also define ‘‘boosted’’ tangent vectors for
uniform systems
jpðBÞi¼
Xþ1
n¼1
eipn
Xd1
fsg¼0
vyL
 Yn1
i¼1
Asi

Bsn
 Yþ1
i¼nþ1
Asi

vRjsi;
(11)
representing different momentum sectors p such that
j0ðBÞi 
 jðBÞi. These are useful for studying excita-
tions (see Sec. III D).
As with the state jðAÞi, there are nonphysical degrees
of freedom in the parameter tensor B. Apart from the state
itself lying in the tangent place jðAÞi 2 TjðAÞi, they also
include infinitesimal gauge transformations such that a tan-
gent vector is invariant under jpðBÞi!jpðBþN pðxÞÞi
with N spðxÞ¼eipxAsAsx. That jpðN pðxÞÞi corre-
sponds to an infinitesimal gauge transformation can be
checked by using one-parameter site-dependent gauge-
transformation matrices gnðÞ¼Iþxeipn to transform the
state (Asn ! gn1Asng1n ), taking the derivative d=d
jðAÞij¼0 to obtain the infinitesimally transformed state.
All nonphysical degrees of freedom can be eliminated
by requiring that B satisfy a gauge-fixing condition such as
the right gauge-fixing conditionX
s
BsrAsy ¼ 0 ¼ EBAjri: (12)
Note that hpðBÞjðAÞi ¼ 2ðpÞhljEBAjri, where the
second factor is zero according to Eq. (12). Hence, this
condition also includes orthogonality to the ground state
jðAÞi for momentum zero, which cannot be obtained by a
mere gauge transformation. If we start with an arbitrary B,
then for momentum zero we have to manually impose
hljEBAjri ¼ 0 (orthogonality to the ground state), after
which we can bring it into a form where it satisfies
Eq. (12) by doing a gauge transformation. For nonzero
momentum, a gauge transformation alone is sufficient. We
can see this by making the replacement B! BþN pðxÞ
in Eq. (12), resulting in
jxri ¼ ðE IeipÞ1EBAjri;
which we can solve to obtain x. For p  0, the solution is
unique (assuming r is full rank). In case p ¼ 0 the inverse
must become a pseudoinverse, leaving freedom x!xþcI
corresponding to the null space of (E I), which we
eliminated from EBAjri by imposing orthogonality to the
ground state. However, for p ¼ 0 this freedom in x is not
part of the gauge group:N 0ðcIÞ ¼ 0 so that the condition
fixes exactly the gauge (and norm for p ¼ 0) degrees of
freedom. Restricting B so that it always satisfies Eq. (12)
can be achieved using the parametrization
BsðxÞ ¼ l1=2xVsr1=2; (13)
where x 2 MDDðd1Þ and the Dðd 1Þ  dD matrix
½Vð;sÞ; ¼ ½Vs [where the index ð; sÞ combines s
and ] is defined so that Vy contains an orthonormal basis
(VVy ¼ I) for the null space of Ry, with
½Rð;sÞ; ¼ ½r1=2Asy;;
resulting in VR ¼ 0.
B. Time-dependent variational principle
We wish to compute the time evolution of a quantum
state. Because the dimension of the Hilbert space is large,
we restrict ourselves to a class of relevant states j½ai
with a manageable number of parameters a 2 Cd, d
dim ðH Þ. This defines a sub-manifoldM H . Given a
starting state j½aðtÞi, the Schro¨dinger equation gives us
the infinitesimal evolution jðtþ dtÞi ¼ j½aðtÞi 
idtHj½aðtÞi, where generally jðtþ dtÞi2M because
the step iHj½aðtÞi (blue dashed arrow in Fig. 3) need
not lie within the tangent plane T to M. To optimally
approximate time evolution whilst remaining in M, we
project the exact step onto T, which means finding a
tangent vector ji 2 T (solid red arrow in Fig. 3) that
minimizes kiHj½aðtÞi þ jik2. A tangent vector has the
form j½bi ¼ bjj@ji (with j@ji ¼ @=@ajj½aiÞ,
leading to the flow equations
i _ajðtÞ ¼ gjkh@kjHji ,
ij½ _aðtÞi ¼ j@jigjkh@kjHji;
where gjk is the inverse of the pullback metric gjk ¼
h@jj@ki (assuming gjk has no kernal). We identify
j@jigjkh@kj as the projector onto T. As a simplification,
we have taken jðaÞi to be always normalized and to be a
holomorphic function of a.
FIG. 3 (color online). Time-dependent variational principle.
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C. Time-dependent variational principle
for matrix product states
To apply the TDVP (see Sec. III B) to uMPS, we have to
find an x that satisfies
x ¼ argmin
x0
kjðBðx0ÞÞi þ iHjðAÞik
for a given A, where BðxÞ is the gauge-fixing parametriza-
tion (13) and jðBÞi is a uniform tangent vector as defined
in Eq. (10). We minimize the expression by setting its
derivative with respect to xy equal to zero. To do this, we
need to calculate the two terms containing xy. The first is
the tangent vector norm
 
 hðBÞjðBÞi 
 BiBjgij;
where the summation indices i and j run over all the entries of
B. With the gauge-fixing parametrization, this simplifies to
ðxÞ 
 hðBðxÞÞjðBðxÞÞi ¼ jZjtr½xyx; (14)
where jZj represents the size of the infinite lattice. We also
have the Hamiltonian term
hðBÞjH  hHijðAÞi 
 Bih@ijH  hHijðAÞi;
whereweare free to subtract hHi ¼ hðAÞjHjðAÞiwithout
changing the result due to Eq. (12), which ensures
hðBÞjðAÞi ¼ 0. Assuming the Hamiltonian is uniform
and can be written as a sum of nearest-neighbor terms
H ¼ Pnhn;nþ1, this simplifies to
hðBðxÞÞjH hHijðAÞi ¼ jZjtr½xyF;
with
F ¼X
s
l1=2AsKr1=2Vsy þX
s;t
l1=2Cs;trAtyr1=2Vsy
þX
s;t
l1=2AtylCt;sr1=2Vsy:
K contains the sumofHamiltonian terms over one-half of the
infinite lattice
jKi ¼ Xþ1
n¼0
ðEÞnECAAjri;
with
Cs;t ¼X
u;v
hs; tjh hhiju; viAuAv;
so that
ECAB ¼
X
s;t
Cs;t 	 AsBt , ECABjxi 
X
s;t
Cs;txBtyAsy
represents a single term inH  hHi acting on a pair of sites.
Since E has a unique eigenvalue of largest magnitude with
value 1, we can split such infinite sums into two parts,
jKi ¼ Xþ1
n¼0
QðQEQÞnQECAAjri þ jNjjrihljECAAjri;
with the projector Q ¼ Qn ¼ I jrihlj leading to
ðQEQÞ< 1, turning the first term into a geometric series
Xþ1
n¼0
QðQEQÞnQ ¼ QðIQEQÞ1Q;
while the second term is zero due to hljECAAjri ¼ hðAÞjhhhijðAÞi ¼ 0. We thus have
jKi ¼ QðIQEQÞ1QECAAjri ¼ ðI EÞPECAAjri;
where P denotes the pseudoinverse. jKi can be calculated
directly, but would involve OðD6Þ operations. Instead, we
avoid the inverse by rearranging to give
ðIQEQÞjKi ¼ QECAAjri; (15)
which can be solved in the matrix representation for K with
complexityOðD3Þ using a sparse solver.
Finally, we obtain the TDVP flow equations
_A s ¼ iBsðFÞ;
giving us the time evolution of jðAÞi 2MuMPS that best
approximates the exact (Schro¨dinger) evolution. We may
integrate them numerically using the Euler method with
the following algorithm:
(1) Calculate F (including prerequisites C, K).
(2) Take a step by setting AsðtþdtÞ¼AsðtÞidtBsðFÞ.
(3) Restore the canonical form of A using a gauge
transformation.
(4) Compute l and r, and normalize; then compute other
desired quantities, such as the energy, and adjust the
step size dt as required.
Normalization is necessary despite gauge fixing becausewe
take finite time steps along tangent vectors. For the same
reason, the gauge degrees of freedom will also drift so that
we must perform a gauge transformation if we wish to
maintain canonical form (which reduces computational
requirements due to the simple forms of l and r).
Determining the eigenvectors hlj and jri can be done iter-
atively (using a sparse eigensolver) with per-iteration com-
plexityOðD3Þ. If the corresponding eigenvalue is not 1, then
A should be scaled appropriately to normalize the state. The
total complexity of the algorithm isOðnitrD3Þ, where nitr is
the number of iterations required to find hlj and jri plus the
solver iterations needed to obtain K using Eq. (15).
1. Imaginary-time evolution
Imaginary-time evolution can be seen as a gradient-
following minimization method applied to the energy func-
tionalHð ;Þ ¼ hjHji. Taking the first derivativewith
respect to hj results in dHðÞ
dhj ¼ Hji so that a small step d
in the directionHji should take us closer to the ground
state (given that ji is not orthogonal to it). The same result
is obtained by replacing t with i in the Schro¨dinger
equation, hence ‘‘imaginary-time evolution.’’
The TDVP flow equations can be used to efficiently
approximate the exact imaginary-time evolution by mak-
ing the same replacement t! i. If we start with a state
in some variational class that is not orthogonal to the exact
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ground state, integrating the flow equations will then locate
the best ground-state approximation within the class unless
we get stuck in a local minimum. The norm  [defined in
Eq. (14)] of the approximate evolution vector ji acts as a
convergence measure: It represents the size of the gradient
Hji as projected onto T, which goes to zero at the
energetic minimum. However, it also goes to zero at local
minima of hðaÞjHjðaÞi so that some caution must be
used in interpreting it.
Note that, unlike with real-time evolution, any errors
made in integrating the imaginary-time flow equations do
not accumulate because an accurate step will always take
the state closer to the ground state irrespective of previous
steps. The convergence of the energy expectation value is
quadratic in ,
d
d
hHi ¼ 22;
so that the approximate ground state energy can be obtained,
to a given precision, with less effort than the ground-state
expectation value of a general observable.
2. Conjugate gradient algorithm for finding ground states
There is a wide range of unconstrained minimization
algorithms available that often provide far better conver-
gence than simply taking finite steps along the gradient,
including the nonlinear conjugate-gradient (CG) method
for approximately quadratic functions (see Appendix A).
Applying such techniques to quantum states restricted to a
variational manifold may allow us to find ground states
more efficiently than by integrating the imaginary-time
TDVP flow equations. Here we present a naive variational
implementation of the nonlinear CG method that can be
implemented using only the tools already needed for the
TDVP. Together with gauge-fixing conditions, it is well-
defined for uMPS. For more information about the
differential-geometric properties ofMuMPS, see Ref. [29].
For more details about optimization on Riemannian mani-
folds, see Ref. [30].
The function to minimize is Hð x; xÞ ¼ hðxÞjHjðxÞi,
which is approximately quadratic in the variational parame-
ters x near any stationary points. The key difference to the
standard CG method is the introduction of the nontrivial
parameter metric gijðxÞ ¼ h@iðxÞj@jðxÞi. For each step
n of the algorithm, we require the gradient with respect to
xn, which is given by r
j
n ¼ gijh@iðxnÞjHjðxnÞi and
which we can calculate by minimizing kjðrnÞi þ
HjðxnÞik, as with the TDVP. We also need the factor
n ¼ rnþ1:rnþ1rn:rn ¼
rinþ1r
j
nþ1gij
rinr
j
ngij
;
whichwe can again calculate usingmethods already needed
for the TDVP.
Additional work is required, however, because each
iteration of the algorithm involves making a step of length
 that minimizesH along a given direction pi. To do this in
curved space, we should follow a geodesic. Also, to obtain
pi we must add tangent vectors ri and i1pi1 belonging
to tangent planes at different points xi and xi1, requiring
the parallel transport of pi1. This adds significantly to the
complexity of the algorithm. However, if gðxÞ is well
behaved such that the parallel-transport map is approxi-
mately trivial, then we can make steps using xnþ1  xn þ
npn with pn  rn þ n1pn1. Whether this assumption
is reasonable depends on the particular combination of
system and variational class. Nevertheless, should it not
hold, the line search used to find the step size still guaran-
tees that the energy will fall with each step, so that failure is
not catastrophic and merely leads to slower convergence.
In this work, we observe that the above naive method is
highly effective in the case of uMPS applied to lattice 4
theory near its critical point, as exemplified in Fig. 4. To
further improve efficiency, we also implement some addi-
tional optimizations: For near-critical systems, the slowest
part of the algorithm, which is also the bottleneck for the
TDVP algorithm, is the determination of the eigenvectors l
and r of E, which we do iteratively. When taking small
(imaginary) time steps, convergence speed improves when
using l and r from a nearby state (e.g., the previous step) as
a starting point for the iteration. In the CG algorithm, each
evaluation of H for some  visited during the line search
requires l and r to be determined. To speed this up, we store
l and r for each point visited, using the closest (in terms of
) stored copies as starting points for the iteration at each
new point visited. Also, we do not demand the optimal
value of  to high precision, since conjugacy will even-
tually be lost anyway due to the assumptions made and
because the target function is not exactly quadratic.
FIG. 4 (color online). Convergence of the field expectation
value hi with CPU time for the CG method vs imaginary-time
evolution via Euler integration of the TDVP flow equations and
gradient descent (GD—stepping along the gradient as with the
TDVP, but using a line search to determine the size of each step by
minimizing the energy). The model is 4 theory (as defined in
Sec. II C) with parameters ~ ¼ 0:2 and ~= ~2R ¼ 69. The bond
dimension isD ¼ 64, and the stopping criterion is< 106. The
line (‘‘CG final’’) indicates the final value taken from the CG
curve. We use the same line-search algorithm for both the CG and
GDmethods. The discontinuities in the GD curve are large jumps
that could occasionally be made in a particular direction.
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This usually reduces the number of evaluations of Hð A; AÞ
to less than ten for each CG iteration. We use the same
optimized line-search routine to determine the step size for
the gradient-descent results in Fig. 4.
We also observe improved convergence of the CG
method when performing a small number of TDVP steps
(of fixed step size) after each reset of the CG algorithm.
D. Excitations with uniform matrix product states
Given a set of trial states jðbÞi linear in their
parameters and orthogonal to the ground state, the sta-
tionary points of the energy functional Hð b; bÞ ¼
hðbÞjHjðbÞi=hðbÞjðbÞi represent approximate ex-
cited states. These can be found by solving the generalized
eigenvalue equation
Hb ¼ ENb; (16)
where bsHstb
0t ¼ hðbÞjHjðb0Þi and bsNstb0t ¼ hðbÞj
ðb0Þi. Given a uMPS approximate ground state, the uMPS
boosted tangent plane (11) represents a good set of ansatz
states for probing low-lying excitations of uniform systems
[15] using this method.
The suitability of the tangent vectors as ansatz states is
based on the ideas of Bijl, Feynman, and Cohen and
assumes that elementary excitations are momentum super-
positions of local disturbances of the ground state. Where
there is more than one ground state, such as in the case of
spontaneous symmetry breaking, elementary excitations
may also involve their combination to form topologically
nontrivial states (for example, kink solutions). For this
reason, we additionally include the case in which a local
disturbance interpolates between two degenerate ground
states. We write the resulting states as
jpðB;A; ~AÞi ¼
X
n2Z
eipn
Xd1
fsg¼0
vyL
 Yn1
i¼1
Asi

 Bsn
 Yþ1
i¼nþ1
~Asi

vRjsi; (17)
where A ¼ ~A recovers the boosted tangent vectors for
uMPS (11) and setting A and ~A to be the uMPS parameters
for two different ground states gives us topologically non-
trivial excitations. With these ansatz states, which are
linear in the parameters Bs, excitation energies can be
obtained by solving Eq. (16), which in this case becomes
H pBi ¼ EiNpBi;
where the index i denotes the ith solution, Bi is a vector of
length dD2 containing the entries of each Bs, and the
matrices Hp and Np are defined as
2ðp0  pÞByHpB0 ¼ hp0 ðBÞjH  hHijpðB0Þi and
2ðp0  pÞByNpB0 ¼ hp0 ðBÞjpðB0Þi;
where we subtract the ground-state energy hHi 

hðAÞjHjðAÞi so as to obtain a finite eigenvalue Ei,
which is thus the energy difference between the excited
state and the ground state.
The effective Hamiltonian term ByHpB0 contains three
(infinite) sums over the lattice sites: one from each jpðBÞi
and one from the Hamiltonian. Terms where B and B0
occur at different lattice sites n and n0  n acquire a factor
eipðnn0Þ. Infinite sums occur over powers of EAA, E
~A
~A
,
eþipEA~A, and e
ipE ~AA, where the first two have spectral
radius 1 and can be calculated with techniques used in
the TDVP algorithm (Sec. III C), leading to pseudoinverse
factors ðI EAAÞP. EA~A and E
~A
A are related to the overlap
between the two ground states. The per-site fidelity is equal
to the spectral radius ðEA~AÞ ¼ ðE
~A
AÞ, which, unless the
states are the same (up to a phase), is less than 1. For two
differing ground states, these infinite sums thus become
geometric series
P1
n¼0ðeþipEA~AÞn ¼ ðI eþipEA~AÞ1. If the
states are the same, then ðEA~AÞ ¼ 1, and the inverses must
be replaced by pseudoinverses. For example, a part of
ByHpB0 where all three summed-over lattice sites are
separated is
Xþ1
m¼1
Xþ1
m0¼1
eþipmhljEABðEA~AÞm1EB
0
~A
ðE ~A~AÞm
01H ~A ~A~A ~Aj~ri
¼ eþiphljEABðI eþipEA~AÞ1EB
0
~A
ðI E ~A~AÞPH
~A ~A
~A ~A
j~ri;
where ~r is the right eigenvector of E
~A
~A
, m is the number of
sites between B and B0, m0 is the number of sites between
B0 and the Hamiltonian term h, and we assume ðEA~AÞ< 1.
The Hamiltonian term is contained within H
~A ~A
~A ~A
:
HABCD ¼
X
stuv
hstjh hhijuviAsBt 	 CuDv:
There is no infinite term corresponding to the pseudoin-
verse in the above example because h~ljH ~A ~A~A ~Aj~ri ¼ 0.
Additional simplifications can be made by implementing
the gauge-fixing conditionX
s
Bs~r ~Asy ¼ 0, EB~Aj~ri ¼ 0:
A corresponding parametrization of Bs is
BsðxÞ ¼ l1=2x ~Vs~r1=2; (18)
where x 2 MDDðd1Þ and the Dðd 1Þ  dD matrix
½ ~Vð;sÞ; ¼ ½ ~Vs is defined so that ~Vy contains an or-
thonormal basis ( ~V ~Vy ¼ I) for the null space of ~Ry, with
½ ~Rð;sÞ; ¼ ½~r1=2 ~Asy;;
resulting in ~V ~R ¼ 0. For ~A ¼ A, this parametrization is
identical to Eq. (13). With it, the overlap term becomes
BðxÞyNpBðyÞ ¼ tr½xyy ¼ hxjyi so that the problem turns
into a standard eigenvalue problem. The effective
Hamiltonian term becomes
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ByðxÞHpBðyÞ ¼ hljHBðyÞ ~ABðxÞ ~Aj~ri þ hljH
ABðyÞ
ABðxÞ j~ri þ eþiphljHABðyÞBðxÞ ~Aj~ri þ eiphljH
BðyÞ ~A
ABðxÞ j~ri þ hljEBðyÞBðxÞðI E ~A~AÞPH
~A ~A
~A ~A
j~ri
þ hljHAAAAðI EAAÞPEBðyÞBðxÞj~ri þ eþiphljEABðxÞðI eþipEA~AÞ1E
BðyÞ
~A
ðI E ~A~AÞPH
~A ~A
~A ~A
j~ri
þ eiphljEBðyÞA ðI eipE ~AAÞ1E ~ABðxÞðI E ~A~AÞPH
~A ~A
~A ~A
j~ri þ eþiphljEABðxÞðI eþipEA~AÞ1H
BðyÞ ~A
~A ~A
j~ri
þ eiphljEBðyÞA ðI eipE ~AAÞ1H ~A ~ABðxÞ ~Aj~ri þ eþ2iphljEABðxÞðI eþipEA~AÞ1H
ABðyÞ
~A ~A
j~ri
þ e2iphljEBðyÞA ðI eipE ~AAÞ1H ~A ~AABðxÞj~ri; (19)
wherewe again note that the inverses turn to pseudoinverses
if A ¼ ~A. It is possible to implement these operations with
OðD3Þ time complexity, avoiding direct calculation of in-
verses as in the TDVP algorithm (see Sec. III C). A sparse
eigenvalue solver can then be used to efficiently obtain
eigenvalues.
A final ingredient is needed to define the momentum p
in the case A  ~A, because an overall phase on A effec-
tively shifts the momentum of the ansatz states
jpðB; eiA; ei’ ~AÞi  jpþ’ðB;A; ~AÞi;
which can be seen in Eq. (19), where every factor A ( ~A) is
paired either with Ay ( ~Ay) (cancelling any extra phase
factor) or with eþip (eip) (resulting in the momentum
shift). We adhere to the convention of Ref. [15] and de-
mand that the largest eigenvalue of E
~A
A is real and positive,
which, in the case of equivalent states differing only by a
phase A ¼ ei ~A, corresponds to  ¼ 0.
1. Mean-field case
In the mean-field case D ¼ 1, where there is no intersite
entanglement, the uMPS excitation ansatz simplifies fur-
ther. The trial states are
jpðb;a; ~aÞi ¼
X
n2Z
eipn
On1
1
jc ðaÞi

	 jc ðbÞi
	
Oþ1
nþ1
jc ð~aÞi

;
where the rank-3 tensors A and B of Eq. (17) have become
vectors a, b 2 Cd. In this case, the D2 D2 operators E
and the corresponding vectors are just numbers so that the
requirement ðEAAÞ ¼ 1 with the largest eigenvalue being 1
implies EAA ¼ a  a ¼ 1. The normalized ‘‘eigenvectors’’hlj and jri are thus also equal to 1, and projecting them out
using Q ¼ 1 jrihlj leaves zero. All terms in Eq. (19)
containing the pseudoinverse of I EAA or I E ~A~A thus drop
out. In the case A ¼ ~A, this leaves only the first four
terms. Otherwise, the inverse factors ðI eþipEA~AÞ1 and
ðI eþipE ~AAÞ1 are just positive numbers, and the last
four terms are nonzero as well.
The gauge-fixing condition
P
sB
s ~Asy ¼ 0 corresponds
to the elimination of the norm degree of freedom, where
the parametrization (18) forces b into the subspace
orthogonal to ~a. We can directly obtain the effective
Hamiltonian as a d d matrix,
½Hps;t ¼ hs ~c jh0jt ~c i þ hc sjh0jc ti
þ eþiphs ~c jh0jc ti þ eiphc sjh0jt ~c i
þ ½eþiphsjc ið1 eþiph ~c jc iÞ1h ~c ~c jh0jt ~c i
þ eiphc jtið1 eiphc j ~c iÞ1hs ~c jh0j ~c ~c i
þ eþ2iphsjc ið1 eþiph ~c jc iÞ1h ~c ~c jh0jc ti
þ e2iphc jtið1 eiphc j ~c iÞ1hc sjh0j ~c ~c i;
where j ~c i 
 jc ð~aÞi and h0 ¼ h hhi. In the topologi-
cally trivial case, where a ¼ ~a, the terms in square brack-
ets drop out due to b  ~a ¼ b  a ¼ 0.
IV. STUDYING QUANTUM FIELDS
WITH MATRIX PRODUCT STATES
In this section, we use the variational conjugate-gradient
method for uMPS of Sec. III C 2 to determine the contin-
uum critical parameter of 4 theory, improving on pre-
vious numerical results. We also study the special case of
uniform mean-field theory (MFT) states, which correspond
to uMPS with bond dimension 1. As well as the vacuum
expectation value of the field, which plays the role of the
order parameter (see Sec. II D), we investigate the energy
of the lowest-lying excitation as a phase-change indicator,
which tends to zero at the critical point and, by universal
correspondence to the Ising model, should scale linearly in
its vicinity. Furthermore, we extract the central charge of
the conformal field theory (CFT) of the critical system
[31], which is also expected to be universal [32–34], and
calculate the spectral density function of the near-critical
lattice theory.
A. Method
As set out in Sec. II C, (1þ 1) dimensional 4 theory
can be put on a spatial lattice, in a way that formally
recovers the continuum theory in the limit of zero lattice
spacing a! 0, using the nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian
~H ¼X
n

2n
2
þ ðn nþ1Þ
2
2
þ ~
2
0
2
2n þ
~
4!
4n

;
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where ~ 
 a2 and ~20 
 20a2 are dimensionless
parameters. The theory exhibits spontaneous symmetry
breaking, as detailed in Sec. II D, where a particular value
of ~= ~2Rð~Þ characterizes the critical point for a particular
lattice spacing a, hence the dependency on ~ðaÞ. ~R ¼
~20 þ  ~21 is the renormalized mass, which is finite for
a > 0 and is given by Eq. (5). We use the uMPS conjugate-
gradient algorithm of Sec. III C 2 to obtain ground states up
to some tolerance  (see Sec. III C 1), giving us access to
approximate ground-state expectation values, and the
uMPS excitation ansatz of Sec. III D to obtain excitation
energies. To study the system using uMPS, we first need an
appropriate basis.
1. Position basis with a cutoff
To represent states using the uMPS formalism, we
choose the position basis described in Sec. II C:
jsni ¼ ða
y
n Þsﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s!
p j0ni ½an; aym ¼ nm
n ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðayn þ anÞ n ¼ iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðayn  anÞ:
(20)
We provide the matrix elements of relevant operators for
this basis in Appendix B. Since the site subspace is infinite,
we must introduce a cutoff so that states can be stored
using a finite number of parameters. We therefore limit
ourselves to H n ¼ Cd such that the highest available
number eigenstate is jd 1i, assuming that a good approxi-
mation to the ground state does not require the highermodes
to be present. That this should be the case for the symmetric
phase seems intuitive considering the form of the classical
effective potential (see Fig. 2), but things are less clear
for the symmetry-broken case in which the ground state is
centered about one of two separated wells away from
the origin. The cutoff may thus affect the accuracy of
symmetry-broken states more significantly than symmetric
ones.We also expect the highermodes to bemore important
for states near to the critical point, where fluctuations
diverge.
2. Field-shifted basis
It should be possible to avoid higher excitations in the
symmetry-broken phase hi  0, thus mitigating the ef-
fects of the cutoff, by changing the basis such that the
operator 0 in the new basis has an expectation value of
approximately zero h0i  0. We effectively shift the ori-
gin in a plot of the effective potential by some amount c
toward the minimum, such that fluctuations are centered
about 0 ¼ 0. That higher excitations in the shifted num-
ber basis are then avoided seems intuitively reasonable
given the classical effective potential, where each of the
two wells (in the symmetry-broken case) looks locally
similar to a single-well potential. Figure 5 illustrates this
procedure.
The change of basis corresponds to the unitary
UðcÞ ¼ eic;
with  being the conjugate-momentum operator of
Eq. (20). It defines new creation and annihilation operators
a0 ¼ ac
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2
such that 0n ¼ n c, where c 2 R characterizes the
shift. In terms of operators in the shifted basis, the
Hamiltonian is
~H¼X
n

02n
2
þð
0
n0nþ1Þ2
2
þ ~
2
0
2
ð02n þ2c0nþ2cÞ
þ
~
4!
ð04n þ4c03n þ62c02n þ43c0nþ4cÞ

:
Using this Hamiltonian with a value of c  hi should
thus help us to avoid higher excitations and allow us to
efficiently represent ground states with large values of
jhij.
3. Effects of the Hilbert space cutoff
The effects of the local Hilbert space cutoff d are, as
expected, relatively strong near to the critical point, be-
coming weaker further into the symmetry-broken phase
when using the shifted basis (see Fig. 6). Without the basis
shift, states with large values of hi exhibit a weight shift
toward higher modes, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In all cases,
excitation of higher modes drops off exponentially, with
d ¼ 16 being sufficient to capture the most significant
contributions, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.
The shifted basis has an added benefit when sweeping
~= ~2R in the broken phase and using the previous ground-
state approximation as a starting state for the next ground-
state search. In this case, adjusting the shift c toward the
next predicted hi [according to a preliminary fit ofEq. (21)]
improves the starting state by bringing hi closer to the new
ground-state value, leading to faster convergence. This is
because a shift of hi always centers the state about the
origin in the shifted basis (see Fig. 9). Adjusting the shift by
some  also adjusts hi by the same amount.
FIG. 5 (color online). Illustration of the field shift needed to
center fluctuations about zero.
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4. Locating the critical point using the field
expectation value
As noted in Sec. II D, since hi is the order parameter
associated with the 4-theory phase change, it can be used
to identify the critical point. A possible strategy for finding
the critical parameters for a, ~ > 0 might thus be to fix ~
and sweep ~2R until one sees a transition from hi  0 tohi ¼ 0 or vice versa. However, this is not practical
because the amount of entanglement in the ground state
[for example, as quantified by the half-chain entropy (9)]
FIG. 9 (color online). Visualization of the basis shift far into
the symmetry-broken phase (~ ¼ 0:1, ~= ~2R ¼ 200).  histo-
grams are plotted with (green diamonds) and without (blue stars)
the basis shift c  hi. Additionally, the histogram of the
shifted-basis operator 0 is plotted for the shifted state (red
dots). States were obtained with d ¼ 16, D ¼ 64.
FIG. 6 (color online). Histogram plots for the number operator
in the shifted basis at varying distances ~= ~2R ¼ 67; 100; 200
from the critical point ~= ~2R;c  66 in the symmetry-broken
phase (with ~ ¼ 0:1 and D ¼ 128, 64, 64, respectively). The
higher modes carry more weight for states nearer the critical
point.
FIG. 7 (color online). Histogram plots for the number operator
in the shifted and nonshifted bases near (top, ~= ~2R ¼ 80) and
far from (bottom, ~= ~2R ¼ 200) the critical point in the
symmetry-broken phase (~ ¼ 0:1). The effect of shifting by
approximately hi is much stronger far into the symmetry-
broken region (higher hi), where we see a weight shift
from the higher modes to the zero mode. The shifted states
were obtained with d ¼ 16 and the nonshifted with d ¼ 24,
hence the greater range of the nonshifted points. All four states
have D ¼ 64.
FIG. 8 (color online). Scaling of hi (blue diamonds) and the
half-chain entropy S (red triangles) with the Hilbert space cutoff
d far into the symmetry-broken phase (top, ~= ~2R ¼ 200, D ¼
64) and near to the critical point (bottom, ~= ~2R ¼ 67,D ¼ 128)
using a shifted basis. In both cases ~ ¼ 0:1. It appears that
d ¼ 16 is sufficient both near and far from the critical point.
Additional variation for d  16 in the near-critical case is due to
high sensitivity to the level of convergence (states were obtained
with a tolerance of < 3 107).
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tends to infinity as the critical point is approached, such
that accurate representation using uMPS requires the bond
dimension D to approach infinity also. Since the computa-
tional complexity of the TDVP algorithm scales as OðD3Þ,
this bisection method cannot achieve high accuracy for
reasons of practicality.
Instead, we approach the critical point from the
symmetry-broken phase, noting that physical quantities
obey power laws in the vicinity of critical points (see
Sec. II D). For hi we can thus write
hi ¼ Að~Þ
 ~
~2R

~
~2R;cð~Þ

ð~Þ
; (21)
where Að~Þ is a constant, ð~Þ is the critical exponent, and
~2R;cð~Þ is the critical value of ~2R for a given ~. Fitting this
equation to hi as a function of ~= ~2R (with fixed ~) as
near as possible to the phase transition, we obtain an
estimate for the lattice critical parameter ~= ~2R;cð~Þ.
We can then use a series of fits with ~! 0 to extrapolate
an estimate for the critical parameter =2R of the contin-
uum theory.
Initial simulations show that, as expected, the half-chain
entropy S of the ground state approximation tends to
infinity as the critical point is approached. This is visible
in Fig. 10, where we show results obtained from high bond
dimension limits as well as using a fixed bond dimension.
As further confirmed in Figs. 11 and 12, a fixed D is not
sufficient to capture ground states near the critical point.
Note that a phase transition does, in fact, occur for fixedD,
albeit not at the exact critical point, but at increasingly
lower values of ~= ~2R for decreasing values of D (and for
decreasing ~). This is consistent with the entropy shown in
Fig. 10, which is asymmetric about the critical point,
falling off more slowly in the symmetric phase. Since a
fixed D represents an upper bound on the amount of
entanglement in the state (see Sec. II A), the uMPS varia-
tional manifoldMuMPS comes closer to the exact ground
state when its entropy S is lower. Given the asymmetric
entropy of 4 theory, this implies that symmetry-broken
ground states are easier to approximate than symmetrical
ones (for a given distance in parameter space from the
critical point). For a symmetric ground state with high
entropy, a low-lying excited state with much lower entropy
may thus turn out to be the best available ground-state
FIG. 10 (color online). An example plot of the order parameter
hi (dots and stars) for fixed ~ ¼ 0:5, sweeping ~= ~2R. The half-
chain entropy S is also shown (triangles and diamonds). The
cyan and red points (dots and diamonds) represent high bond-
dimension limits with D  80, whereas the blue and magenta
points (stars and triangles) are for fixedD ¼ 32. All ground-state
approximations are converged to a state tolerance < 106.
FIG. 12 (color online). Scaling of the half-chain entropy S
(top) and of hi (bottom) with the logarithm of the bond
dimension D for points near (green hexagons, ~= ~2R ¼ 70)
and far (blue diamonds, ~= ~2R ¼ 196) from the critical point
(~ ¼ 0:1). A higher bond dimension is necessary to accurately
represent near-critical states compared to far-from-critical states.
FIG. 11 (color online). A plot of hi for fixed ~ ¼ 0:5, sweep-
ing ~= ~2R for several bond dimensions. At lower values of D,
finite-entanglement effects shift the apparent location of the
critical point to lower values of ~= ~2R.
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approximation in MuMPS. Such an excitation should be
available for such states, since a small change in the
parameter ~2R results in an asymmetric ground state (on
the other side of the critical point). The situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 13. The sameD-dependent shift of the critical
point is observed with the transverse Ising model [35].
One might consider using this behavior together with
finite-entanglement scaling techniques [35] to obtain in-
formation about the true critical point (for example, the
critical exponent), but this requires precise knowledge of
its location. Instead, we take data at several values of D in
order to obtain high-D limits of hi, which we then fit
using Eq. (21) to obtain an estimate for the location as well
as the critical exponent.
Since we take a high-D limit of the approximate ground-
state value of hi for each parameter combination (requir-
ing a higher D for the higher-entropy states closer to the
critical point), there is a practical limit on how near we can
come. This is unfortunate, since the fit (21) is highly
sensitive to near-critical points, where the gradient goes
to infinity. Power-law scaling is also only exactly fulfilled
infinitesimally close to the critical point, such that includ-
ing data points further away decreases accuracy. We thus
only fit the points closest to the critical point for which we
have sufficient (in terms of bond dimension) data.
5. Locating the critical point using excitations
Another approach to finding the critical parameters,
given ~, is to plot the energy of the lowest-lying excitation
~E 
 aE against ~= ~2R, which should tend to zero as we
approach the critical point ~= ~2R;cð~Þ from either side. We
describe an ansatz for obtaining the lowest-lying excitation
energies, given a uMPS approximation to the ground state,
in Sec. III D.
In obtaining excitation energies in the symmetry-broken
phase, topologically nontrivial excitations must be taken
into account. This precludes the use of the -shifted basis
mentioned in Sec. IVA 1 to represent the state, since
approximations to both possible ground states are required
for the calculations, and these must use the same basis. For
reasons of efficiency, it thus makes sense to focus on states
near to the critical point where the shifted basis is not
needed. This should not cause problems since this is where
we expect power-law scaling to be more exactly fulfilled.
We first locate the lowest-lying excitation of the
symmetry-broken phase and determine whether it is topo-
logically trivial or nontrivial, while confirming that it goes
to zero for some value of ~= ~2R. To do this, we use the
excitation ansatz to determine dispersion relations for the
lowest-lying topologically trivial and nontrivial excitations
for fixed ~ and several values of ~= ~2R. We then use linear
extrapolation of the excitation energies at each momentum
to obtain a dispersion relation at the first point where one of
them goes to zero, which should correspond to the lattice
critical point ~= ~2R;cð~Þ. The result is shown in Fig. 14,
where we see that the lowest-lying excitations are the
topologically nontrivial soliton (kink) excitations (at zero
momentum). A plot of this excitation energy vs ~= ~2R
exhibits almost exactly linear scaling, consistent with the
transverse Ising model, suggesting the use of linear regres-
sion to obtain an estimate for the critical parameter. The
plot is shown in Fig. 15, which contains the excitation
energies obtained for several bond dimensions. The small
change in excitation energy near the critical point when
increasing the bond dimension from D ¼ 16 to D ¼ 48,
compared with the change in hi shown in Fig. 11 (for a
larger lattice spacing), suggests that finite-entanglement
effects are less severe for the excitation energy than for
hi. Certainly, the ground-state energy should reach a
high-D limit sooner than hi simply because the approxi-
mate ground state is close to the energy minimum. Also, if
the exact lowest-lying excitation is highly localized, we
FIG. 13 (color online). Illustration of the relationship between
the uMPS variational manifold for fixed bond dimensionMuMPS
and the ground state ji for parameters close to the critical point
in the symmetric phase. Hilbert space is divided into symmet-
rical and asymmetrical (in ) states.
FIG. 14 (color online). Extrapolated dispersion relation at the
approximate lattice critical point ~= ~2Rð~ ¼ 1:0Þ  64:4 show-
ing the lowest-lying topologically trivial and topologically non-
trivial excitations. The zoomed area shows that the nontrivial
excitation is the lowest-lying excitation at zero momentum.
Momenta 0  p  =a are shown using ~p 
 ap. Energies
~E are relative to the approximate ground-state energy. The
bond dimension isD ¼ 32, and points were linearly extrapolated
from data at ~= ~2R ¼ 70, 75, 80.
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should need only a relatively lowD to approximate it well.
It seems excitations present a less computationally inten-
sive way of obtaining a good estimate for the critical
parameter, compared with hi.
We note that, for fixed D, the lowest-lying (soliton)
excitation receives a negative energy (with respect to the
approximate uniform ground state) for sufficiently low
values of ~= ~2R (see Fig. 15). The position of this crossover
is very close to the critical point predicted by linear ex-
trapolation. The existence of negative approximate excita-
tion energies indicates that the topologically nontrivial
ansatz states include a better approximation to the exact
ground state than MuMPS. This is consistent with the
D-dependent shift of the apparent phase transition of
hi: If the exact ground state is symmetric, but the ap-
proximate ground state is asymmetric, a topologically non-
trivial excitation interpolating between the two degenerate
asymmetric approximate ground states should be locally
closer to the exact ground state at the disturbance.
In fact, we can construct a better uMPS ground-state
approximation jðA0Þi using negative-energy kink ‘‘exci-
tations’’ by defining new 2D 2D parameter matrices,
A0s ¼ A
s Bs
 ~Bs ~As
 !
;
where A and ~A are the parameters for the two original
ground states, B and ~B are the tangent-vector parameters
for a kink and an antikink, and  2 R. The resulting state
contains the original ground states as well as kink states at
order  plus multikink states atOð2Þ. This leads to energy
contributions 2Ekink (there are no kink contributions at
order  because the kinks are orthogonal to the original
ground states). Since Ekink < EjðAÞi the state jðA0Þi can,
depending on , have a lower energy than jðAÞi.  can be
interpreted as a kink density with an optimal value depend-
ing on the higher-order energy contributions.
6. Mean-field theory
When D ¼ 1, the uMPS variational class is the same as
that of the uniform product states (or MFT states),
jðaÞi ¼ . . . 	 jc ðaÞi 	 jc ðaÞi 	 . . . ;
where jc ðaÞi ¼ Pd1s¼0 asjsi and a 2 Cd. In this case, the
per-site energy expectation value takes on an effective
one-particle form,
hhi ¼ hc nc nþ1jhn;nþ1jc nc nþ1i
¼ hc ðaÞj

2
2
þ ~
2
0
2
2 þ
~
4!
4

jc ðaÞi þ 2ðaÞ;
where 2 is the  variance 
2
ðaÞ ¼ hc ðaÞj2jc ðaÞi 
hc ðaÞjjc ðaÞi2. An approximation to the ground state can
then be found by applying the time-independent variational
principle and minimizing hhi with respect to the d parame-
ters a, which can be taken to be real since all matrix
elements in the above expression are real. The gradient
of hhi is also readily obtainable,
@
@ as
hhi ¼ 2hsj

2
2
þ ~
2
0
2
2 þ
~
4!
4 þ2
 2hc ðaÞjjc ðaÞi

jc ðaÞi;
making many commonly used minimizing algorithms
applicable, such as the quasi-Newton method of Broyden,
Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno [36]. This method is much
simpler and more efficient than applying the imaginary-
time TDVP algorithm for uMPS with D ¼ 1.
Normalization presents a minor complication. The
above equations assume hc ðaÞjc ðaÞi ¼ 1, which imposes
a constraint a2 ¼ 1 on the variational parameters. Rather
than using a constrained optimizer, we eliminate the norm
degree of freedom by switching to d-dimensional spherical
coordinates such that the norm corresponds to a single
parameter and can easily be fixed and ignored.
To estimate the location of the lattice critical point
~= ~2R;c using MFT, we again obtain ground states for a
sweep of ~= ~2R for some fixed
~. As in the more general
case of uMPS with fixed D, we are putting a restriction on
entanglement by using MFT (D ¼ 1) and thus expect an
apparent phase transition to occur at some value of
~= ~2R <
~= ~2R;c for a given
~. We use the location of the
apparent transition as an estimate for ~= ~2R;c, obtaining it
from both hi and excitation energies calculated using the
MFT excitation ansatz of Sec. III D 1. Since we do not
expect power-law scaling of physical quantities to be re-
produced by MFT, we do not attempt to fit data using
power laws. Instead, we use bisection to pin down the
apparent phase transition in , which is possible due to
the relative ease of finding MFT ground states, and inter-
polate the lowest-lying excitation energies (in the appar-
ently symmetry-broken phase) to obtain the point at which
FIG. 15 (color online). A parameter sweep of the energy of the
lowest-lying excitation, which is a soliton (with zero momen-
tum) for ~ ¼ 0:2 at D ¼ 16, 32, 48. That the energy becomes
negative for low values of ~= ~2R indicates that these points lie in
the symmetric phase (see the main text). The line represents a fit
to the data with D ¼ 48 using points ~= ~2R ¼ 67 . . . 70. The
fitted value of the critical parameter is ~= ~2R;c ¼ 65:82ð1Þ.
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they become negative (these excitations are topologically
nontrivial, as for D> 1—see the above explanation).
Although we can obtain estimates for the lattice critical
point using these methods, we do not expect to obtain
useful information about the continuum critical theory
due to the lack of entanglement. However, since it is also
possible to interpret the lattice critical point as a continuum
limit of a noncritical theory (see Sec. II D), an ability to
estimate its location using mean-field theory indicates that
useful predictions about noncritical continuum theories
can be made.
7. Central charge
We determine the central charge associated with the
conformal field theory of the critical system using finite-
entanglement scaling techniques. It is known that, for
infinite one-dimensional systems with a second-order
phase-transition, the half-chain entropy of the ground
state in the vicinity of a critical point with conformal
invariance is
S ¼ c
6
log ð
=aÞ; (22)
where 
 is the correlation length and c is the ‘‘central
charge’’ [33]. Approaching the critical point, 
! 1, and
the entropy diverges. The central charge specifies a CFT,
which describes behavior at the critical point in the
continuum limit.
We know from Eq. (9) that the maximum half-chain
entropy of a uMPS state, contained, assuming right canoni-
cal form, in the diagonal entries of the DD matrix l, is
directly related to the bond dimension D, which is also the
maximum Schmidt rank of the corresponding Schmidt
decomposition. Thus, for lower values of D, finite-
entanglement effects occur, and the value of S scales
with D. It turns out there is a simple relationship between
S, D, and c describing this scaling [31]:
S ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12=c
p þ 1 logD: (23)
We can thus obtain an estimate for c from values of S taken
from a number of ground-state approximations with vary-
ing D. For this to work, we must be close enough to the
critical point so that Eq. (22) is valid and use small enough
D so that S is limited by finite-entanglement effects. We
can then use linear regression to fit Eq. (23) and obtain c.
B. Results and analysis
1. Estimates of the continuum critical parameter
Figure 16 shows estimates for the critical parameter
~= ~2R;cð~Þ taken from sweep plots of hi and of the
lowest-lying excitation energy ~E, approaching the con-
tinuum limit ~! 0.
The two sets of values show good agreement, with the
largest discrepancy occurring for ~ ¼ 6, where we found
high-D limits of hi particularly close to the critical point
without resorting to very high bond dimensions. Excluding
the points of lowest hi from the fit pushes the fitted value
of ~= ~2R;c upward, closer to the ~E value, leading us to
speculate that the excluded hi values were not accurate
enough, possibly due to insufficient convergence of the
uMPS ground state. We are inclined to trust the results
obtained from the ~E data over those from fits to hi, in
particular due to the relative robustness of the linear re-
gression fit to errors made near the critical point.
As expected (see Sec. II D), nonlinear behavior of
~= ~2R;cð~Þ is present. Given that the exact behavior is
unknown, but is predicted to be logarithmic, we follow
Ref. [21] and fit a series of functions, evaluating the
2 statistic to judge which can be reasonably used to
predict a continuum value =2R;c. The results of the fits
are listed in Table I, where we define our final estimates for
=2R;c to be the fitted values with reduced 
2 statistic
2=degrees of freedom (dof) closest to 1.
We find that the critical exponent ð~Þ obtained only
from fits to hi agrees poorly with the predicted transverse
Ising value of 0.125, the fitted values near the continuum
limit being significantly higher, as shown in Fig. 16. This
we attribute to insufficient data near to the lattice critical
FIG. 16 (color online). Approximate values for the lattice
critical parameter ~= ~2R;cð~Þ (top) and the hi critical exponent
ð~Þ (bottom) obtained from linear fits to the lowest-lying
excitation energies ~E and from power-law fits to the order
parameter hi for values of ~ approaching the continuum limit
~! 0. The line corresponds to the fourth fit of Table I.
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points, noting that the effect of excluding the points of
lowest hi is to increase the fitted value of ð~Þ further.
Using the ~= ~2R;cð~Þ values taken from the ~E data to-
gether with the hi data, we obtain a second estimate of
ð~Þ that, in the continuum limit ~! 0, shows a much
clearer trend toward the Ising value, in support of the
greater reliability of the ~E-based estimates of the critical
parameter.
2. Mean-field results
Because of the lack of entanglement in the mean-field
class (see Sec. IVA4), we expect a large shift of the
apparent phase transition to lower values of ~= ~2R. We
observe that the shift takes the apparent phase transition
(in hi and in ~E) toward ~= ~2R ¼ 0 in the continuum
limit ~! 0 (see Fig. 17). For higher values of ~, the
apparent phase transition starts to approach the approxi-
mate critical parameters obtained above using uMPS with
D> 1. The mean-field excitations data give better predic-
tions for the critical parameters than hi, in agreement
with the relatively low sensitivity of the excitation energies
to the bond dimension observed with uMPS.
3. Central charge
We extract the central charge by finding approximate
uMPS ground states for various low bond dimensions at (or
very near) the lattice critical point as determined from the
uMPS excitations data. We observe approximately linear
scaling of the entropy, as predicted by Eq. (23), with the
central charge extracted from the gradient of a linear fit
agreeing well, for larger values of ~, with the prediction of
c ¼ 0:5 from the transverse Ising model. For lower values
of ~, we find that the gradient often agrees poorly with
c ¼ 0:5, despite the scaling remaining linear. At this point,
we do not have a good explanation for this discrepancy, so
we leave it as a subject for future investigations. Our results
are summarized in Fig. 18.
4. Spectral density
To further demonstrate the convenience of having ap-
proximate ground states in uMPS form and the usefulness
of the uMPS excitation ansatz, we obtain the spectral
density function (3) from the overlap of approximate ex-
cited states with the approximate uMPS ground state.
Results for states in the symmetry-broken and in the sym-
metric phases are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively.
By interpreting the lattice critical point as a continuum
TABLE I. Fits, for lattice spacings approaching zero, of the
lattice critical parameter ~= ~2R;cð~Þ obtained from power-law fits
to uMPS ground-state hi values and from linear extrapolation
of lowest-level excitation energies ~E (all in the symmetry-
broken phase). fc 
 =2R;c is the extrapolated continuum criti-
cal parameter. We limit the hi data fitted to obtain each ~= ~2R;c
to a few points close to the critical point with hi  0:59. The
fitted data are plotted in Fig. 16.
hi ~E
Fit function fc 
2=dof fc 
2=dof
fc þ c1 ~ 65.10(18) 9 103 65.22(24) 676
fc þ c1 ~þ c2 ~2 65.61(16) 3 103 65.79(17) 186
fc þ c1 ~þ c2 ~ ln ~ 66.01(11) 771 66.19(11) 44.8
fc þ c1 ~þ c2 ~ ln ~
þ c3 ~2
66.30(2) 19.7 66.46(5) 4.67
fc þ c1 ~þ c2 ~ ln ~
þ c3 ~2 ln ~
66.26(3) 24.8 66.42(5) 6.22
FIG. 17 (color online). Position in ~= ~2R of the apparent phase
transition obtained from the mean-field results for hi (green
crosses) and the lowest-lying excitation energy ~E (red stars)
compared to the critical parameters ~= ~2R;cð~Þ obtained from the
uMPS ~E data (blue dots).
FIG. 18 (color online). Entropy scaling with D for the near-
critical lattice theory, using estimates for ~= ~2R;cð~Þ obtained
from excitations data. The legend shows the value of ~. The table
shows the parameters used and the values for the critical charge c
and the S intercept a derived from the linear fits.
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limit of a noncritical theory (see Sec. II D), a series of such
plots could be used to extrapolate a continuum spectral
density for that theory. The nature of the uMPS excitation
ansatz means that not all excitations can be captured. This
explains the lack of a continuum of excitations, expected
soon after the single-particle state. It would be interesting
to compare the results with those of other approaches such
as Ref. [37].
C. Discussion
The consistency of the lattice critical parameters ob-
tained from approximate uMPS ground-state field expec-
tation values hi and those derived from the lowest-level
excitation energies ~E calculated using the uMPS excita-
tion ansatz, as well as agreement of the critical exponents
with their transverse Ising counterparts, demonstrates the
validity of both methods for studying critical (1þ 1)-
dimensional 4 theory. The finite-entanglement scaling
method we use to obtain estimates for the central charge
c of critical 4 theory shows promise: Approximate linear
scaling of the entropy with log 2ðDÞ is observed, as pre-
dicted, and the fitted values for c agree with the transverse
Ising value c ¼ 0:5 for higher values of ~. However,
further work is needed to explain the discrepancies
observed for lower ~.
We find uMPS to be an excellent class of ansatz states
for studying the critical phenomena of (1þ 1)-
dimensional 4 theory due to the amount of entanglement
in near-critical ground states being the main barrier to their
efficient representation. With MPS, the amount of entan-
glement that can be represented is controllable via the bond
dimension D, which can easily be varied to obtain the
limiting behavior of quantities such as hi. In this way,
we can avoid errors originating from finite-entanglement
effects. Additionally, working directly in the thermody-
namic limit of an infinite lattice completely avoids addi-
tional finite-size effects and the need for further scaling
investigations. Obtaining ground states using our varia-
tional conjugate-gradient method (or the TDVP with
imaginary time evolution) is also very convenient, since
we need only enough storage capacity to capture the
approximate state at one point in time, unlike when simu-
lating the Euclidean theory on a space-time lattice. Also,
using the TDVP, the computational complexity scales
linearly in .
The class of uniform mean-field states (uMPS with
D ¼ 1), despite featuring no entanglement, appears suited
to estimating properties of noncritical continuum theories
in some cases, even if not of critical theories. Owing to the
relative ease with which MFT ground-state approximations
and excitation energies can be obtained, and the low com-
putational cost of extending them to higher space-time
dimensions (due to the lack of entanglement), these meth-
ods represent another useful tool for investigating quantum
field theories.
1. Comparison to other methods
We summarize existing literature estimates for the con-
tinuum critical parameter =2R;c in Table II, where we
include our results from Table I with 2=dof values closest
to one. Our estimates agree poorly with the DMRG result
of Ref. [18] but relatively well with the Monte Carlo results
of Ref. [21]. With regard to the DMRG results, where the
technique used is similar to ours, we can attribute the large
difference to finite-entanglement effects, since these serve
to shift the apparent critical point to lower values of ~= ~2R,
with a larger shift for smaller lattice spacings. The DMRG
parameters used in Ref. [18] correspond to D ¼ d ¼ 10
[49], resulting in a relatively large shift (see Fig. 11). The
DMRG study also uses only two lattice critical points to
extrapolate a continuum value and, as such, misses the
nonlinear behavior of ~= ~2R;cð~Þ. TheMonteCarlomethods
used in Ref. [21] are very different than ours. They work
with the Euclidean theory on a finite two-dimensional lat-
tice, whereas we work on an infinite spatial lattice in
continuous time (numerical integration of the TDVP flow
equations could be seen as analogous to discretizing
imaginary time on a lattice, in which case our temporal
FIG. 19 (color online). Spectral density function in the
symmetry-broken phase (~ ¼ 1, ~= ~2R ¼ 77) obtained at D ¼
16. Dirac delta functions are replaced by Gaussians to aid
visualization.
FIG. 20 (color online). Spectral density function in the sym-
metric phase (~ ¼ 1, ~= ~2R ¼ 60) obtained at D ¼ 48. Dirac
delta functions are replaced by Gaussians to aid visualization.
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‘‘lattice’’ is of the length necessary to produce sufficient
convergence of the approximate ground state). Rather than
taking finite-size scaling limits,we take finite-entanglement
scaling limits to obtain our ground-state approximations.
Noting these differences, the fact that our results agree to
within 2% gives us confidence in the methods used.
V. CONCLUSION
The class of uMPS appears well suited to the study of
critical quantum fields in (1þ 1) dimensions via lattice
regularization. Using variational methods like our naive
variational conjugate gradient method or the imaginary-
time TDVP (where the former provides significantly im-
proved convergence speed for the system studied), good
approximations to ground states can be obtained effi-
ciently, even near to the critical point. Here, the correspon-
dence between the bond dimension D and the maximum
entanglement of a state allows the use of finite-
entanglement scaling to judge the accuracy of physical
quantities calculated. Compared to Monte Carlo simula-
tions, uMPS allows us to work directly in the thermody-
namic limit and has storage requirements independent of
the imaginary-time dimension. Further, low-lying excita-
tion energies are straightforward to calculate, enabling the
study of dispersion relations and the spectral density. Even
mean-field theory shows potential for delivering useful
predictions about noncritical continuum theories.
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APPENDIX A: MINIMIZATION USING
CONJUGATE-GRADIENT METHODS
When minimizing functions that are approximately
quadratic in their parameters, which is always true in the
vicinity of a minimum (assuming sufficient differentiabil-
ity), making steps along the gradient direction (gradient
descent) is often a suboptimal way of reaching the
minimum.
We can illustrate this using a quadratic function of two
variables fðxÞ as shown in Fig. 21. Beginning at some point
x0 near the minimum and using a line search to find the
minimum of f in that direction to determine each step size
(green line), an unfortunate starting position can result in a
long zigzag path and a large number of steps.
To avoid this, we can use the conjugate-gradient method
[36], which works by only stepping in directions that
are conjugate to those already used. Writing a general
quadratic function of many variables as
fðxÞ ¼ 1
2
k ~Ax ~bk2 þ const;
with x 2 Cd, ~A 2 Mdd, we can define A ¼ ~Ay ~A and
b ¼ Ay ~b such that
fðxÞ ¼ 1
2
xyAx xybþ const
Avector x is conjugate to another vector ywith respect to f
if and only if xyAy ¼ 0. The gradient of the function is
rfðxÞ ¼ Ax b
such that a stationary point x satisfies Ax ¼ b. Given a
basis consisting of nmutually conjugate vectors pynApm ¼
nm, we can expand x in that basis x ¼
P
ncnpn with
coefficients dependent only on the corresponding basis
vectors:
FIG. 21 (color online). Illustration [51] of quadratic function
(blue) minimization using the gradient descent (green) and
conjugate gradient (red) methods.
TABLE II. Summary of results for the continuum critical
parameter fc 
 =2R;c from the literature, including our results
derived from lowest-lying excitation energies ~E and from hi,
where we use the results corresponding to the 2=dof values
closest to 1 (see Table I).
Method fc Reference
uMPS, TDVP, ~E 66.46(5) This work
uMPS, TDVP, hi 66.30(2) This work
Monte Carlo 64:8þ0:60:3 [21]
Gaussian effective potential (GEP) 61.632 [38]
Gaussian effective potential 61.266 [16]
GEP and oscillator rep. 61.26 [39]
Spherical field theory 60.3 [40]
Diffusion Monte Carlo 60 4:8 2:4 [41]
DMRG 59.89(1) [18]
Continuum light front 59.46 [42]
Connected Green function 58.70 [38]
Coupled cluster expansion 22:8< fc < 51:6 [43]
Discretized light front 43.95, 46.26 [44]
Discretized light front 43.70, 33.00 [45,46]
Random phase approximation 43.2 [47]
Non-Gaussian variational 41.28 [48]
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cn ¼ p
y
nb
pynApn
:
This means we can pick a starting vector p0 and proceed to
the minimum in exactly n steps by finding successive pn
that are conjugate to all previous p0...n1, where the step
size cn is uniquely determined by the current direction pn.
This can be further improved on by choosing specific pn,
p nþ1 ¼ rnþ1 þ npn;
where rn ¼ rfðxnÞ is the negative gradient and n is a
number defined below. We make steps
x nþ1 ¼ xn þ npn;
with
r nþ1 ¼ rfðxnþ1Þ ¼ rn þ nApn;
where p0 ¼ r0 ¼ b Ax0. Requiring rynrm ¼ nm and
pynApm ¼ nm then results in
n ¼ r
y
nrn
pynApn
and n ¼ r
y
nþ1rnþ1
rynrn
so that we only need to know pn and rn to calculate the next
step. The red line in Fig. 21 demonstrates this procedure.
We can modify this version of the conjugate-gradient
method again so that it can iteratively find the solution of
approximately quadratic problems. In this case, we must
treat the function f and its gradient rf as black boxes. We
can do this by obtaining an approximate , which is the
only quantity requiring direct knowledge of A, by doing a
line search to find the minimum of fðxn þ pnÞ. The
algorithm, known as the nonlinear conjugate gradient
method, is then as follows:
(1) Calculate rn ¼ rfðxnÞ.
(2) Compute n1.
(3) Calculate the next conjugate vector pn¼
rnþn1pn1.
(4) Use a line search to find n ¼ argmin fðxn þ
pnÞ.
(5) Set the new position xnþ1 ¼ xn þ npn.
The initial values are p0 ¼ r0 ¼ rfðx0Þ. If f is exactly
quadratic and we ignore all numerical error, this algorithm
will find the minimum in d iterations or less. With an
approximately quadratic f and/or accounting for limited
numerical precision, the vectors pn will not be exactly
conjugate to each other, and errors will accumulate. The
algorithm must therefore be restarted at least every d
iterations. Note that there are other choices for n that
are equivalent in the quadratic case but result in different
nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithms. The above choice
is the one originally used by Fletcher and Reeves [50].
APPENDIX B: MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR
-4-THEORY
The matrix elements of the operators needed to imple-
ment the 4 theory Hamiltonian using the site number
basis defined in Sec. IV are as follows:
hsjjti¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ½s1;t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðtþ1Þ
p
þs;t1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðsþ1Þ
p
;
hsj2jti¼1
2
½s1;tþ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðtþ1Þðtþ2Þ
p
þs;tð2sþ1Þ
þsþ1;t1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðsþ1Þðsþ2Þ
p
;
hsj3jti¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ½s;tþ3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðtþ1Þðtþ2Þðtþ3Þp
þs;tþ1t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðtþ1Þ
p
þs;tþ1ððtþ1Þ
þðtþ2ÞÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðtþ1Þ
p
þsþ1;tððsþ1Þ
þðsþ2ÞÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðsþ1Þ
p
þsþ1;ts
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðsþ1Þ
p
þsþ3;t
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hsj4jti¼1
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